Cloning of dog heart PDE1A - a first detailed characterization at the molecular level in this species.
The dog, as a model for cardiovascular function, has been widely used in the pharmacological analysis of PDE inhibitors, particularly those thought to target the heart. However biochemical analyses of dog heart PDE have been largely performed on mixed enzyme populations, sequence information is lacking and no PDE from dog heart has been cloned. We have characterized a completely purified PDE1 enzyme from dog heart using dye-affinity, Mono-Q and calmodulin-affinity chromatography. The enzyme was stimulated 3-4-fold by calmodulin ([S]=0.5 microM) and, in the absence of calmodulin, exhibited biphasic kinetics with a low K(m) of 1.2 microM and 0.53 microM for cAMP and cGMP, with respective V(max) values of 283 and 146 nmoles min(-1) mg(-1). Internal peptides from this enzyme were used to design degenerate PCR primers. Subsequent 3'-RACE, 5'-RACE and high fidelity PCR were then used to produce a full length gene identified as PDE1A1 by sequence identity to human and bovine sequences. Northern analysis using the dog heart cDNA as a probe suggested the presence of an additional form of PDE1, in heart only, separate from the PDE1A group which was present in both heart and skeletal muscle. Multiple forms of human PDE1A are known to exist and PDE1B is present in human heart muscle. The findings here extend the PDE1 data to the dog and contribute to our understanding of the molecular biology of PDE1A in this species.